
MT-07 Spray Guard  085201

Fitting instructions

Note: You are advised NEVER to attach any additional
items ANYWHERE on this guard doing so  will invalidate the
warranty.

Kit includes 
1x GRP Spray guard
1x M6 Steel Washer
1x Spindle Spacer
2x spindle bolts, one at 160mm, one at 190mm

This spray guard is simple to fit using two allen keys. 
This picture shows the Spray Guard in the correct position. The
Spray Guard will rotate on the wheel spindle bracket to alternative
positions - Please do not do this as it will cause a serious rider
safety issue. Fit only in the position shown here.

To assemble simply pass the two long allen bolts through the hollow wheel spindle and fully tighten using two 
allen keys of at least 125mm length - You are effectively locking the loose bolt into the assembly by running it 
into the end of the threads of the central spacer.

Check all positions for clearance before your first ride. Bear in mind that there will be some movement of the 
Spray Guard head whilst riding.  Also check that clearance is maintained after your first ride. It is important that
this Spray Guard remains rigidly mounted at all times. If it is allowed to loosen permanent damage will be 
caused to the moulded castellation on the reverse of the Spray Guard. 
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